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Abstract— Crowdsourcing refers to a distributed problem-
solving model in which a crowd of undefined size is engaged
in the task of solving a complex problem through an open call.
This novel problem-solving model found its way into numerous
applications on the web for voting, fund-raising, micro-works
and wisdom-of-the-crowd scenarios. On the other hand, the shift
of desktop users to mobile platforms in the post-PC era, along
with the unique multi-sensing capabilities of modern mobile
devices are expected to eventually unfold the full potential of
Crowdsourcing. Smartphones offer a great platform for extend-
ing and diversifying web-based crowdsourcing applications to
a larger contributing crowd, making contribution easier and
omni-present. This advanced seminar presents the fundamental
concepts behind crowdsourcing and its applications to mobile
data management. In the first part of the seminar, we will
overview the crowdsourcing research landscape from a variety
of perspectives, with a particular emphasis on the latest data
management trends. In the second and more extended part of
the seminar, we will focus on an in-depth coverage of emerging
mobile crowdsourcing architectures and systems, through a
multi-dimensional taxonomy that will address location, sensing,
power, performance, big-data and privacy among others. Fur-
thermore, we will overview a number of in-house crowdsourcing
prototypes we have developed and deployed over the last few
years. The seminar concludes with challenges, opportunities and
new directions in the field.

I. INTRODUCTION

This tutorial presents the fundamental concepts behind

crowdsourcing and its applications to mobile data manage-

ment. To our knowledge, this is the first tutorial covering

explicitly this combination that follows directly from our

recent work in [1]–[3].

In the first part of the seminar we plan to overview

definitions and existing crowdsourcing platforms covering

subsequently how crowdsourcing has changed the research

landscape in variety of fields. We will be using extensive ex-

amples allowing the audience to appreciate how crowdsourcing

can bring new computational power to the human mankind.

In the second and larger part of the seminar, we will

solely focus on mobile crowdsourcing systems. In particular,

we will present the intrinsic characteristics of smartphones

and a taxonomy classifying emerging Mobile Crowdsourc-

ing research results and applications. User location will be

identified as a primitive type of crowdsourced information.

This information can be augmented with the temporal dimen-

sion in order to get trajectory-related information, with inter-

relations between location data, e.g., proximity information,

giving an extra dimension to general crowdsourcing tasks.

Additionally, a set of in-house applications will be presented

to aid the understanding of crowdsourcing for mobile data:

(i) An application for neighborhood crowdsourcing, where

mobile users contribute to the construction of detailed kNN

neighborhood maps; (ii) An indoor and outdoor localization

service using RSS information from WiFi access points; (iii)

A crowdsourced trajectory comparison framework enabling

similarity matching between user trajectories while keeping

user trajectories private; and (iv) an online testbed of mobile

devices that facilitates research and development of mobile

crowdsourcing applications. The seminar concludes with a

summary on the field of Crowdsourcing for Mobile Data

Management, pointing out characteristics, challenges, oppor-

tunities, directions and visions. This seminar has not been

presented previously.

OUTLINE

1) Introduction to Crowdsourcing

• What is Crowdsourcing: Definitions and Examples

• Types of Tasks and Marketplaces (Amazon Mechan-

ical Turk and Crowdflower)

• Managing Quality

• Social and Economic Impact

• Crowdsourcing from different perspectives

– Databases (CrowdDB, Qurk, Deco and Hlog)

– World-Wide-Web

– Information Retrieval

– Human Computer Interaction

2) Crowdsourcing and Mobile Data Management

• Introduction

– Intrinsic characteristics of mobile devices and

mobility

– Taxonomy of Crowdsourcing in Mobile Data

Management

– Similarities and Differences to Other Domains

• Mobile Crowdsourcing Systems

– Commercial Systems

∗ mPesa, Gigwalk, Jana, Waze, Scoopshot, etc.

– Opportunistic Urban Sensing Systems

∗ VTrack and PotHole

∗ NoiseTube

∗ Ear-Phone

– Spatial and Spatio-temporal Systems



∗ Airplace: Indoor Localization

∗ SmartTrace: Trajectory Similarity

∗ Crowdcast: Neighborhood Interactions

– Mobile Search Systems

∗ CrowdSearch: Image Filtering

∗ SmartP2P: Peer-to-Peer Search

– Testbeds and Infrastructures

∗ SmartLab: General Purpose Testbed

∗ CrowdLab: Crowd Testbed

∗ PhoneLab: Student Testbed

3) Summary and Future Applications

• Summary

• Challenges and Opportunities

• Future Vision

DESCRIPTION OF TARGET AUDIENCE

The goal of this advanced seminar is to convey an advanced

understanding of the unique characteristics, challenges and

opportunities to its audience. The tutorial is targeted to scien-

tists with a basic understanding of mobile data management,

but no knowledge of Crowdsourcing techniques is required.

The relevant concepts from databases and other crowdsourcing

areas will be reviewed in the seminar. We shall explain the

workings of crowdsourcing through many examples making

the concepts easily comprehensible to a wide range of re-

searchers and practitioners.

This seminar fills a gap compared to previous crowdsourc-

ing tutorials [4]–[6] because it addresses the state-of-the-art

in crowdsourcing related work for Mobile Data Management

in particular (as opposed to Web, IR and Databases covered

individually, previously). Additionally, this tutorial will be an

interesting extension to [7], which focused on Participatory

Sensing and urban spaces as opposed to mobile data manage-

ment at large. At the same time, our tutorial will take a holistic

view on the theoretical and practical complexities that arise in

this new problem solving paradigm.
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